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A Nonlinear Impedance Converte r 
VACLAV DOLEZAL AND ROBERT W . NEWCOMB, FELLOW, IEEE 

A&m&-It is shown that under reasonable aswmptions a common op 
amp ciradt operating under nonlinear conditions poswses a nonlinear 
input admittance operator Y( .). By an appropriate choice. of parametess a 
negative admittance may  be obtained in the vicinity of the origin. Bounds 
on tbe behavior of Y( .) and its inverse are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

B ECAUSE of the commercial availability of opera- 
tional amplifiers countless active circuits depend 

upon the op amp for their construction. Among these 
often appears the configuration of Fig. 1. For example, 
this configuration appears as a subcircuit in the integrator 
of Deboo [l], [2, p. 701, with more general two-port 
feedback in the inverse active networks of Rathore [3], 
and as the basic amplifier element, where the op amp 
internal pole is used for dynamics, in the inductor simula- 
tion of Anadamohan [4] and Sanchez [5], [6]. It also has 
been used for pulse generation in logarithm amplifiers [7] 
and a slight generalization, incorporating feedback ampli- 
fication for insensitive active-R filters [8], as well as for 
high-order integrated circuits [9]. Beyond these linear uses 
the circuit generates the cubic-like negative resistance 
nonlinearity necessary for the design of the rings of cou- 
pled Van der Pol oscillators of Endo and Mori [lo]. It is 
this latter use which has attracted our attention for gen- 

-+- = 
Fig. 1. 

era1 nonlinear analysis and design since the validity of the 
characterization of Endo and Mori [lo, pi 151 had been 
verified analytically and experimentally by one of our 
students. 

The static transfer characterization of practical op amps, 
for u, = K( X) in Fig. 1, is known to be through a mono- 
tone (nondynamic) operator K(o), [l, especially p. 3051. 
Consequently, the ideas and techniques of monotone op- 
erator theory [12] are of interest. However, since feedback 
is used in Fig. 1  the resultant admittance operator Y( *) 
need not be monotone. 
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The circuit of Fig. 1  then serves as a practically im- 
portant circuit which in its nonlinear regime also possesses 
properties of considerable theoretical interest and impor- 
tance. Here we investigate some of these properties, show- 
ing in Theorem 1 that (under reasonable and practical 
hypotheses) the input admittance exists and for small 

-inputs the circuit yields t)= - Zi. Theorem 2 gives condi- 
tions on the range of input currents for which the input 
impedance operator is single valued. 
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II. TECHNICAL RESULTS 

Let L be a real linear space. 
Lemma I. Let Z, R, K: L+L be (not necessarily lin- 

ear) operators such that 
(i) Z is invertible; 
(ii) R is surjective; 
(iii) I+ (1/2)K is invertible. 

If Z, R, and K have a meaning of impedances and gain, 
respectively, then the one-port N in Fig. 1 has an admit- 
tance Y: L+L, i.e., each voltage VEL applied. to the 
terminals of N produces a unique current i EL given by 

i=Yv (1) 
where 

Y=Z-‘(2(1+fK)-‘-I). (2) 

Proof: Choose v EL and define i EL by i= Yv with Y 
being given by (2). Thus 

Zi=2(1+fK)-‘v-v. (3) 

Also, define x EL by 

x=(Z++K)-‘v. (4) 

By assumption (ii), there exists ii EL such that . 
v-x=Ri,. (5) 

Then, by (41, 
x+;Kx=v. (6) 

Now, from (6) and (5) it follows that 
Kx=2Ri,. (7) 

On the other hand, (3) can be written as 
Zi=2x-v. (8) 

Hence, by (5), Zi=x+(x-v)=x-Ri,, i.e., 
x=Zi+ Ri,. (9) 

However, (5), (9), and (7) are Kirchhoff loop laws for N, 
i.e., i, ii, i, are the currents forced by v. 

Conversely, assuming that some i, i,, i, EL satisfy 
Kirchhoff laws with the chosen v EL, we conclude by 
reversing the argument that i is related to v by (1). Hence, 
the proof. 

From now on, let X#0, and let L be a fixed linear 
subspace of the space of all bounded functions x: X-R’. 
Also, let 

IIxII=sup {lx(t)l: EX} (10) 
for each x E L. 

In particular, for X we can take the interval [a, b], 
[0, cc), or R’. Correspondingly, L can be the space of all 
continuous functions on [a, b], or the space of all bounded 
measurable functions on [0, co), etc. 

Also note that if we define as a linear operator R: L+L 
by 

(Rx)(t) =rx(t) (11) 

with r#O, then R is invertible and describes a linear 
resistor having resistance r. 

We will need the following two lemmas whose proof is 
quite straightforward. 

Lemma 2. Let X: R’+R’ be a continuous, nondecreas- 
ing function. Let the operator K: L+L be defined by 

W(~)=xbW)., (12) 
Then the operator Z+ i K: L+L is invertible, and 

[(Z+;K)-‘z](r)=lp-‘(z(t)) (13) 

where cp: R’+R’ is defined by 

d5)=5+ ;x<s>. (14) 

Lemma 3. Let x: R’+R’ by a continuous, nondecreas- 
ing function. Assume that there exist constants u > 0 and 
K> -2 such that 

&* <[X(t) (15) 
for every ,$E[ -a, a]. If cp: R’+R’ is defined by (14); then 

w-‘(77) < &* (16) 

for every n E [ - b, b], where b = (1 + K/~)u. 
Now we can prove a theorem on simulating the nega- 

tive of an impedance. 
Theorem I. Assume that the following conditions are 

satisfied: 
(i) The operator Z: L+L is invertible and 

IIZ-‘Xl -z-‘x211 <PllX, --x211 (17) 
for all xi, x2 EL and some fixed p>O; 

(ii) The operator R: L+L is sujective; 
(iii) The function x: R’+R’ is continuous, nondecreas- 

ing, satisfies the inequality (15) for all EE[ - a, a] with 
some fixed u>.O, K> -2, and the operator K: L+L is 
defined by (12). 
Then the one-port N in Fig. 1 possesses an admittance Y, 
and we have 

IIYV-z-‘(-v)II < &lloll WV 

for each VEL with )Ivll <(1+~/2)u. 
Proof: By Lemma 2, Z+ i K is invertible, and conse- 

quently, the admittance Y of N exists by Lemma 1. 
Next, choose uE L with II v 11 <b= (1 +K/~)u. Then we 

have by (21, (171, 
A=)IYv-z-‘(-v)ll 

=llZ-‘(2(Z+fK)-‘-Z)v-Z-‘(-v)lj 

<2pl)(Z+;K)-lull. (19) 

Choosing tEX, we have Iv(t)1 < Ilull Gb, and by (13) and 
(16) in Lemma 3, 
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Hence, 

II(Z+fK)-'VII <- &yl. (20) 

Introducing (20) into (19), (18) follows. 
By virtue of (IS), our one-port N simulates the imped- 

ance -Z for all voltages whose norm does not exceed 
(1 +K/~)u. Indeed, if K is large, then Yv approximates 
Z  - ‘( - v). However, the operator Ye = Z  - ‘(-I) has a 
meaning of an admittance, and it is invertible. Hence, the 
corresponding impedance is Z, = Y,- ’ = ( - Z)Z = - Z. 

Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, our one-port N is 
voltage-controlled. However, if the assumptions on x are 
slightly strengthened, then N becomes also current- 
controlled in a certain neighborhood of the origin. To 
show this, we will need the following result: 

Lemma 4. Let X: R’-+R’ be a continuous, nonde- 
creasing function with X(O)= 0. Assume that there exist 
constants a>0 and K> 2 such that 

‘452 -51)*4i2 -51)(X(62)-X(&)) (21) 

for all cl, t2 E[ -a, a]. If q: R’+R’ is defined by (14), 
then 

0<(7?2 -)11)((P-‘(172)-(P-‘(711)) 

(5&b* -7d* 

for all n1,n2 E[--6, b] with b=(l+~/2)u. 
Moreover, we have 
(a) Let II/: R’+R’ be defined by 

tw=w’w-77. 
Then 

(22) 

(23) 

-h2 -%)*+I* -7h)M712)-eh)) 

&3* -7Jd2 (24) 

for all vi, n2 E[ - 6, b], and 1c, is l-to-l on [-b, b]. 
(b) Let C=(K/2-1) a, and let (I: [-c, c]+[ -b, b] be 

defined by: If [E[-c,c], let a([)=~, where J/(n)=& 
Then a,!( a( 5)) = 5 for each 5 E [ - c, c], 

2+K 
3-352 -5l)*w2 -m4~2)-~(~1>) 

< -(& -M2 (25) 
for all ,$i, t2 E[ -c, c], and 

I4tI)+tl<- K42 151 (26) 

for each .$E[-c,c]. 
(The proof is a  simple exercise with inequalities and is 

omitted.) 
To state the theorem, we introduce the following nota- 

tion: If d>O, let the ball of radius d be defined as 

‘4B3,={x: XEL, IIxII <d}. (27) 

Theorem 2. Assume that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 

(i) The operator Z: L-L is invertible and 

IIZXII <vllxll (28) 
for all XEL with some fixed v>O; 

(ii) The operator R: L+L is sujective; 
(iii) The function X: R’+R’ is continuous, nonde- 

creasing with X(O) = 0 and satisfies the inequality (21) for 
all t1,t2 ~[--,a] with some fixed u>O, ~>2, and the 
operator K: L-L is defined by (12). Then the one-port N 
in Fig. 1  possesses an impedance W : ar+a3, with r=u(~ 

- 2)/2v and b = (1 + K/~)u, i.e., each current i E 3, forced 
to the terminals of N produces a unique voltage v in ab 
and v= W i. Moreover, 

IIW i+ZiII < + (29) 

for every iE%,. 
Proof By Lemma 2 and 1, N possesses an admit- 

tance Y: L+L given by (2). Choose iE?i$. Using the 
notation of Lemma 4, we have Ilill <r=u(~-2)/2v=c/v, 
so that, by (28), ]I Zi II < c. 

Next, define v EL by 

v(t)=u[(Zi)(t)]. (30) 
Invoking (25), it follows that 

K+2 
<- 

K+2 
K-2c=2u=b. 

Thus vEeBp 
On the other hand, if voltage v is applied to N, it forces 

a current i’ EL, and, by virtue of (1) (2), i’= Z-‘{2(Z 
+ i K)-’ -Z}v. However, by Lemma 4, 

[ (2(Z+;K)-‘-Z)v](l)=~(v(l)) 

=J/(uC(zi)(t)l)=(zi)(t) 
for each t EX. Hence, i’ = i, i.e., the operator W : s3,+a3, 
defined by 

(wi>(f)=fd(W t>l (31) 

is the impedance of N. 
Moreover, invoking (26) in Lemma 4, we have for any 

tEX, 

I(W i+Zi)(t)l=lu[(Zi)(t)] +(Zi)(t)l 

Thus (29) follows and the proof is complete. 
The inequality (29) clearly shows that, for K large, the 

impedance W  simulates - Z. 

III. DISCUSSION 

For reasonable assumptions on the components in the 
circuit we have shown various properties of the op amp 
circuit of Fig. 1. This circuit acts as a nonlinear imped- 
ance converter, giving an input impedance approximating 
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- Z( *) where Z( .) is the “positive feedback” impedance 
operator in Fig. 1. Bounds on the closeness of this ap- 
proximation under the assumptions of Theorem 1 (which 
requires a large enough gain near the origin by (15)) are 
given in (18) in terms of the input admittance and the 
applied voltage. The dependence upon the input voltage is 
such that larger deviations may occur for larger voltages, 
as one might physically expect when the op amp saturates. 
In contrast, and under more general assumptions, (2) 
gives the input impedance operator exactly as Z,( .) =(2[Z 
+ i K] - ’ - I)( Z( m)) which shows the _ correction factor, 
2[ Z+ $ K] -‘(Z( .)), to - Z( .) due to finite and nonlinear 
gains K(m). In the case that the feedback impedance 
operator is bounded linearly via (28), and the gain again 
increases fast enough near the origin, via (21), then a 
linear current bound, (29), can be given near the origin on 
Zi, = W as it approximates -Z. 

Finally, let us make the following comments: 
(A) The assumption on invertibility of Z made in Theo- 

rem 2 can be dropped. To see this, we merely use a lemma 
similar to Lemma 1 which concerns the impedance rather 
than the admittance of our circuit. 

(B) Referring to (30), it is apparent that for a given i 
the corresponding voltage v can be established graphically 
provided the op amp characteristic x is obtained by a 
measurement. The same applies to finding i for a given v. 
Since the construction is quite straightforward, we omit 
the details. 

(C) In estimates (18) and (29) we have used the uni- 
form norm, because it is-most appropriate in our setting. 
However, it is easy to see that similar estimates like (I@, 
(29) hold if the L, -norm is used. Then, of course, assump- 
tion Ilull <(l+K/2) a and (Ii II < U(K-2)/2v has to be re- 
placed by the requirement that I v(t)1 < (1 +K/~)u and 
Ii(t)1 < U(K-2)/2v for all tEX, respectively. 

(D) In Theorem 1 assumption (ii), R is smjective, may 
be dropped and the voltage divider action of the two 
R( .>‘s used. In this case, however, the current i, becomes a 
meaningless quantity. 
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